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Activision’s Atari cartridge 
boxes from the 1980s featured 

excellent graphic design 
 
 
 
 

Current Views 
 

Short USDCAD @ 1.2355 
Stop loss 1.2411 

Take profit 1.2201 
 

Short AUDNZD @ 1.0476 
Stop loss 1.0622 

Take profit 1.0200 
 

Short 01NOV and long 
15NOV 1.3550 GBP put 

Calendar spread 
Price 21bps off 1.3730 spot 

    

  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

A new chair? 
 

We eagerly await the Fed chair nomination. Powell’s nomination in 2017 was the latest 
on the calendar in modern Fed history and that came on November 2. For the record, 
that was a Thursday, and prior Fed nominations do not follow a specific day-of-the-
week pattern. 
 
I have been writing in past notes about possible outcomes from the main chair options 
and my views there are the same. See here for the most recent grid of outcomes. I 
think Powell is just under 50% with Brainard in second place (dovish, bullish risky 
assets) and Bostic a distant third (hawkish, bearish risky assets). 
 
So that is my look forward. I think it is also useful to look back, so let’s do that now. I 
wanted to see how a new Fed chair impacts the stock market in three different ways. 
First, how do stocks react to nomination? Second, how do stocks trade when the new 
Chair first sits down? And third, are there bigger-than-usual drawdowns in the 30-day, 
90-day, and 1-year period after a new Fed Chair starts? All those questions answered 
in the table. Sample sizes are an obvious issue here. 
 

Stocks tend to rally on nomination and sell off when new Chair starts 

 
Max drawdown is close-to-close not close-to-low 

Takeaways: 
 

1. Nomination tends to be bullish and then stocks get nervous when the new 
Chair starts. This makes sense and would be the traditional buy rumor / sell 
fact pattern in a world where the Fed is primarily dovish and giving away free 
SPX puts. Another dove or status quo nomination has been bullish. Then, the 
new Fed Chair sits down, and people feel a bit of the old visceral uncertainty. 
Is he/she really going to be as dovish as the last one? Maybe not! Sell! 
 
The prior pattern should persist on a Brainard nomination. If Powell is 
renominated, I would think it’s random and confusing given he’s somewhat 
priced in. Bostic will be perceived as much less accommodative. He will trigger 
the exact opposite pattern to what we are used to as the market will panic first 
and then probably rally once he starts as all the bad news will be priced in. 
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2. Markets were extremely calm in the year after 
Bernanke and Yellen started. With Powell, Greenspan 
and Volcker, there was larger-than-normal downside 
volatility. Bernanke and Yellen were known, old guard, 
Davos elite style permadoves and very boring, 
unscary nominations. In contrast, Powell was scarier 
because he was not an obvious permadove. For 
example, he openly worried that QE was distorting 
markets as far back as 2013. He came over to Team 
“Whatever It Takes” pretty quickly though, as most 
central bankers do. 
 
atheist is to: foxhole .. as… 
hawk is to : central bank in a crisis 
 
Powell got a rude first-day-on-the-new-job greeting in 
February 2018. 
 

3. Recall the huge 2018 year-end sell off in stocks was driven by the unforced error when Powell said, “We 
are a long way from neutral.” Tim Duy’s confused take here is representative of the vibe at the time. It 
was a clear communications blunder by a new Fed Chair. By contradicting prior guidance and suggesting 
many more hikes were needed, he single-handedly put the top in stocks. Less than a year later, the Fed 
was cutting rates as the algorithmic monetary policy rule triggered: (if stocks down 20%, cut rates). 
 
The lesson from Powell’s blunder and many other incidents like the Minervini kerfuffle, is that if you make 
a mistake or do something dumb, just own it and move on. Don’t compound it by pretending it didn’t 
happen or your audio isn’t working. 

 

Powell misspoke in 2018 but never reeled it back in 
 

 
 

One month later, US 2-year yields peaked at 3% 
 

 
 

Enjoy your weekend. Check the headlines for any Fed chair nominations. Happy Halloween. 
 

good luck ⇅ be nimble  

https://blogs.uoregon.edu/timduyfedwatch/2018/10/04/long-way-from-neutral-probably/
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Judith Love Cohen, who helped create the Abort-Guidance System 
which rescued the Apollo 13 astronauts, went to work while in labor, took 
a printout of a problem with her to the hospital, called work to give them 
the answer to the problem, then gave birth to Jack Black. Jack Black 
was later in this Activision Pitfall commercial: 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DA4V-n8Ft3g 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HT SKD 
 
 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DA4V-n8Ft3g
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Markets and Trading Commentary Disclaimer 
 
This material has been provided by Spectra Markets, LLC (“Spectra Markets”). This material is confidential and therefore intended for your 

sole use. You may not reproduce, distribute or transmit this material or any portion thereof to anyone without prior written permission from 

Spectra Markets.  

This material is solely for informational and discussion purposes only. Spectra Markets is not a registered investment advisor or commodity 

trading advisor. This material should not be viewed as a current or past recommendation or an offer to sell or the solicitation to enter into a 

particular position or adopt a particular investment strategy. Spectra Markets does not provide, and has not provided, any investment advice 

or personal recommendation to you in relation to any transaction described in this material. Accordingly, Spectra Markets is under no 

obligation to, and shall not, determine the suitability for you of any transaction described in this material. 

To be clear: Your individual circumstances have not been assessed. You must determine, on your own behalf or through independent 

professional advice, the merits, terms, conditions, risks and consequences of any transactions described in this material. Securities described 

in this material may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. This material may also contain information 

regarding derivatives and other complex financial products. Do not invest in such products unless you fully understand and are willing to 

assume the risks associated with such products. Neither Spectra Markets nor any of its directors, officers, employees, representatives or 

agents, accept any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential losses (in contract, tort or otherwise) arising from the use of 

this material or reliance on information contained herein, to the fullest extent allowed by law. 

The opinions expressed in this material represent the current, good faith views of the author at the time of publication. Any information 

contained in this material is not and should not be regarded as investment research or derivatives research as determined by the U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”), the Financial Industry 

Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”), the National Futures Association (“NFA”) or any other relevant regulatory body. The author is currently 

employed at a trading desk. The opinions may not be objective or independent of the interests of the author. Additionally, the author may 

have consulted with various trading desks while preparing this material and a trading desk may have accumulated positions in the financial 

instruments or related derivatives products that are the subject of this material. 

Spectra Markets does not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of the information presented in this material. Past performance 

and simulation data do not necessarily indicate future performance. Predictions, opinions and other information contained in this material 

are subject to change continually and without notice of any kind and may no longer be true after the date indicated. Any forward-looking 

statements speak only as of the date they are made, and Spectra Markets assumes no duty to and does not undertake to update forward-

looking statements. Forward-looking statements are subject to numerous assumptions, risks and uncertainties, which change over time. 

Actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in forward-looking statements. The value of any investment may also fluctuate 

as a result of market changes. 

Spectra Markets is affiliated with Spectra FX Solutions LLC, an introducing broker that is registered with the NFA; Spectra FX Solutions LLP, 

which is a registered entity with the U.K.’s Financial Conduct Authority; and SpectrAxe, LLC, a swap execution facility that is currently in the 

process of registering with the CFTC. The disclosures for Spectra FX Solutions LLC and Spectra FX Solutions LLP related to the separate 

businesses of Spectra FX can be found at http://www.spectrafx.com/. 

“We do not consider that this commentary constitutes “research” or “investment research” (together “Research”) as described in Commission 

Delegated Directive (EU) 2017/593 (“MiFID Delegated Directive”) or referred to in Directive 2014/65/EU (“MiFID II”).  However, each recipient 

remains responsible for determining whether this communication constitutes Research and therefore if there any restrictions on their receipt 

or use of this communication for the purposes of the MiFID Delegated Directive, MiFID II or otherwise.” 
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